
CLUES
Across
 8 Managed to cope with Nick going back to join the army 

again (4,2)
 9 Argued about when one needs odd characters to leave 

(8)
 10 Climax doesn’t end with arrest after leader escapes 

grasp (10)
 11 Attitude that is displayed by soldiers? (4)
 12 Stampede did this enough to dam river flowing west (8)
 15 Company does put up rent, subject to a 25% discount 

(6)
 16 Did cow essentially eat grass? (4)
 17 Drive opens up delicate chip shot at the nineteenth? (5)
 18 Stopping retrograde cell division is futile (4)
 20 Witness does this holding state symbol of justice (6)
 22 Had settled game with it before dispute (8)
 24 Viewer’s complaint lambasted set incorporating empty 

theatricality (4)
 25 Free press I only partially control (10)
 28 Workforce curse about introduction of regulation 

clothing (8)
 29 Soldier mounted stairs, skipping every other one,  

in pursuit of swimmer (6)

Instructions
Set by Jack

Each across clue’s wordplay indicates a repeated letter not 
required in its solution and each down solution requires a 
repeated letter, not indicated in its wordplay.
 
Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 5 August. You 
need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.com to 
enter our online competition for a £100 monthly prize.
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Down
 1 �e future leaders of the Marxist revolution were all 

estranged by Mao in the end (8)
 2 Go and take a quick look (4)
 3 Charm one with the sound of bells (6)
 4 Box for one found to the right of aisle’s opening in  

theatre (4)
 5 �e Bible describes way this vessel rescued animal (8)
 6 Document’s style supports reproduction (10)
 7 �in coat able to be removed in August (6)
 13 Location of Emirates Stadium’s entrance let media 

broadcast (6,4)
 14 Training ground starts to demoralise latest recruits 

immediately (5)
 17 Unlikely to reveal spoilers by rolling credits (8)
19 Drunk has spoken of close relationship to the drink? (8)
 21 One who self-harms is more attractive (6)
 23 Start to develop bite by nipping end off tie (6)
 26 Queen’s response to fuss possibly upset rector at 

university (4)
 27 Talk back to American army unit (4)


